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Kleen Colour Coded & Microfibre Cleaning Products
Red
: MF40R
Yellow : MF40Y
Blue
: MF40B
Green : MF40G
Size
Specs

Kleen Colour Coded Microfibre Wiping Cloths relies on Microfibres i.e 1/1000th the size of typical cloth fibres, can
reach into surface irregularities to capture dirt better.





Proven to reduce bacterial build-up by 96%
Absorbs 6 times their weight for quick liquid pick-up and
easy rinse
Colour-coded to assist with management and training, minimizing cross-contamination
Good for over 500 washings and dryings
Kleen has a wide range of window washers consisting of a wide
range of washer sleeve materials.
A. White Synthetic Fabric Sleeve Window Washer, 35cm
B. Yellow Strip Synthetic Fabric Sleeve Window Washer, 35cm
C. Microfibre Fabric Sleeve Window Washer represents the ultimate in window washer materials. It has extreme water-absorbing
(more than 6 times its own weight) You can apply cleaning solution
to the glass evenly, the washer gliding smoothly along the glass
surface without leaving behind streaks or annoying lint. Also features a non-scratch, grime-loosening scrubber pad.

Kleen Microfibre Flat Mop System consist of a flat mop
holder and microfiber sleeves. The mop holder’s swivel
head easily reaches under toilets, behind urinals and in
corners. Kleen Microfibre flat mop reduces bacteria by
96% compared to traditional wet mops. It is supplied in
two lengths 45 cm and 60 cm. The 45 cm wet mop system can be matched to a special Kleen flat mop bucket
for easy rinsing and sieve wringing.
Kleen Microfibre Flat Mop System can also be used as
super efficient micro-fibre dust mop when fitted with a
micro-fibre dust mop pad. The micro-fibre fabric which is
1/1000 the size of typical fibre can reach into surface
irregularities to capture dirt better. It is supplied with a
matching fringe to capture large particles better. It is
supplied in two lengths 45 cm and 60 cm.
Kleen also have a wide range of mopping equipment including Colour Coded mopping buckets. Kleen also has a
smart colour system where you can attach Kleen colour
coding labels onto standard buckets to offer a cost savings and flexible option to the cleaning operator. Kleen
also supplies a wide range of janitorial carts and cleaning trolleys to suit every cleaning requirements.

: 40 x 40 cm
: 280g/m2

Kleen Microfibre Window
Wipes completes the
window washer’s equipment. Designed to clean
& dry the window frame
and to polish all types of
surfaces.

Blue

: WM40B

Size

: 40 x 40 cm

